BIGGA at The Open

Yet again The Open Championship provided more than its fair share of excitement and premier golfing action. BIGGA members were once again in the thick of things as our photo-feature reveals...
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Scotland's golfing glory

From Sandwich in Kent to north of the border with pictures and results from the Scottish Region Greenkeepers Championships...
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What about the weather?

Monitoring the weather has moved on from an inspection of a bedraggled piece of seaweed as Gordon Jaaback reports... Pages 12–13

A tournament final to savour

The first ever Hayter Challenge Tournament Final is only weeks away. David White reports on Sand Moor Golf Club, the superb venue...
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They haven't a clue...!

Frank Newberry, a management consultant, passes on invaluable tips to help greenkeepers gain a more positive attitude within their club...
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DEPARTMENTS

A bumper round-up of news and events from the golf greenkeeping world. It's the page which keeps you in touch...
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Education Officer Debbie Savage provides more updates on the Association's continued efforts to promote its members' interests...
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Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on...
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COVER PICTURE:

Sand Moor Golf Club, a picturesque venue for the Hayter Challenge Tournament Final next month